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Abstract This study examines the cause of the spread of extratropical circulation responses to the
inclusion of atmospheric cloud radiative effects (ACRE) across atmospheric general circulation models.
The ensemble of Clouds On-Off Klimate Intercomparison Experiment aquaplanet simulations shows that
these responses include both equatorward and poleward shifts of the eddy-driven jet of varying
magnitudes. These disparate extratropical responses occur despite the relatively consistent response in the
tropics: a heating in the upper troposphere, which leads to a strengthening of the Hadley cell. It is argued
that the eddy-driven jet response is a competition between two effects: the local influence of clouds
driving shifts of the jet through meridional gradients in ACRE and the remote impact of a strengthened
Hadley cell causing an equatorward shift of the eddy-driven jet. Simulations in which cloud radiative
effects are separately turned on in the tropics and extratropics demonstrate this explicitly.

1. Introduction

It is being increasingly recognized that there are strong two-way interactions between cloud radiative
effects and the large-scale atmospheric circulation (Bony et al., 2015; Ceppi & Hartmann, 2015). In general
circulation models, cloud radiative effects have been shown to have significant impacts on the mean circu-
lation in the tropics, including acting to strengthen the Hadley cell and subtropical jets and modify the
position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (Harrop & Hartmann, 2016; Li et al., 2015; Slingo &
Slingo, 1988, 1991). Clouds also modify the variability of the tropics, from intraseasonal timescales asso-
ciated with the Madden-Julian Oscillation (Crueger & Stevens, 2015) to the interannual timescales of the
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (Rädel et al., 2016). Cloud radiative effects are also connected with extratropi-
cal annular mode variability, as shown both in observations (Li & Thompson, 2016; Li et al., 2014) and in
models (Grise & Medeiros, 2016; Grise & Polvani, 2014), and with Hadley cell extent (Tselioudis et al.,
2016). Biases in the surface shortwave cloud radiative forcing have been shown to be connected to biases
in the climatological position of the Southern Hemisphere jet latitude (Ceppi et al., 2012) and the double-
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) problem (Hwang & Frierson, 2013) in coupled climate models.
Clouds also play a role in the dynamical response to external forcing such as increased greenhouse gases.
For example, cloud radiative effects have been shown to be responsible for half or more of the poleward
shift of the eddy-driven jet in response to either uniformly increased sea surface temperatures (Voigt &
Shaw, 2015) or increased CO2 concentrations (Ceppi & Hartmann, 2016) in specified-sea surface tempera-
ture (SST) and slab-ocean aquaplanet simulations, respectively.

The focus of this study is on understanding the impact of atmospheric cloud radiative effects onto the clima-
tological position of the eddy-driven jet in atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs). The study will
examine simulations with specified SSTs and hence focuses on the impacts of cloud heating and cooling
within the atmosphere, not the impacts of clouds onto the surface energy budget. The eddy-driven jet is a
region of strong westerly zonal wind that extends through the depth of the troposphere and exists due to
the convergence of angular momentum by eddies (that is, the cyclones and anticyclones generated by bar-
oclinic instability) into a region of maximum baroclinicity. The position of the eddy-driven jet is of fundamen-
tal importance for surface climate, as it is related to the meridional maximum in cyclone activity and
extratropical precipitation (see review, Shaw et al., 2016). Furthermore, the latitude of the eddy-driven jet
is connected to its timescale of variability (Barnes & Hartmann, 2010), which the fluctuation-dissipation the-
orem suggests is related to the sensitivity of the jet to external forcing such as increased greenhouse gas con-
centrations (Kidston & Gerber, 2010; but see also Simpson & Polvani, 2016). Modern climate models are also
known to have significant equatorward biases in the position of the eddy-driven jet in the Southern
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Hemisphere compared to reanalysis (Bracegirdle et al., 2013). For these reasons, it is important to understand
what factors determine the position of the eddy-driven jet in atmospheric models. One such factor is the
impact of cloud radiative effects onto the jet.

Despite many studies focused on the connections between cloud radiative effects and dynamical processes
in the atmosphere, there is no consensus on the impact of clouds onto the climatological position of the
eddy-driven jet. Figure 1 shows the response of the zonal-mean zonal wind to the inclusion of atmospheric
cloud radiative effects in eight different GCMs (details on the simulations are given in section 2). It is evident
that the response of the eddy-driven jet widely varies across models, including a strong equatorward shift
(CNRM-CM5; Figure 1a), a poleward shift (MRI-CGCM3; Figure 1h), and a broadening of the jet (GFDL-AM2.1;
Figure 1d). The fact that cloud radiative effects have such disparate impacts on the climatological position of
the eddy-driven jet across models suggest that the degree to which cloud radiative effects amplify the pole-
ward shift of the jet under global warming (Ceppi & Hartmann, 2016; Voigt & Shaw, 2015, 2016) may bemodel
dependent. The goal of this study is to understand the spread of responses of the eddy-driven jet to cloud
radiative effects across models. Briefly, it is found that the response can be explained as a result of two com-
peting effects: tropical cloud radiative effects drive a strengthening of the Hadley cell and an equatorward
shifted eddy-driven jet, while extratropical cloud radiative effects impact local baroclinicity in such a way
as to shift the jet poleward.

2. Data and Methods

This study uses model output from the Clouds On-Off Klimate Intercomparison Experiment (COOKIE; Stevens
et al., 2012), in which simulations are performed with cloud radiative effects turned off (“clouds-off”). That is,
the radiative transfer scheme in each model is made to ignore the presence of clouds. These experiments are
then compared to control simulations that include cloud radiative effects (“clouds-on”). This experimental
procedure, pioneered by Slingo and Slingo (1988), is practical for explicitly identifying the impacts of atmo-
spheric cloud radiative effects onto the modeled circulation. The focus here is on specified-SST aquaplanet
simulations, which use the QOBS SST profile and otherwise follow the specifications of the Aqua-Planet
Experiment (Neale & Hoskins, 2000). Using specified-SST aquaplanet experiments eliminates concerns about
oceans or land surface warming unrealistically in clouds-off simulations, due to the negative net cloud radia-
tive forcing onto the climate (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 1989). It also simplifies analysis and interpretation due

Figure 1. The zonal-mean zonal wind in the clouds-off experiment (black contours, 10 m/s intervals) and the difference in
wind between the clouds-on and clouds-off experiment (shaded contours) for each model in the COOKIE ensemble.
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to the zonal symmetry of the boundary conditions. The COOKIE ensemble includes five models: CNRM
(Voldoire et al., 2013), MPI (Stevens et al., 2013), HadGEM (Collins et al., 2008), IPSL (Dufresne et al., 2013),
and MRI (Yukimoto et al., 2012). The IPSL model is run with two different physics packages, which are referred
to as IPSL-A and IPSL-B, respectively (Hourdin, Foujols, et al., 2013; Hourdin, Grandpeix, et al., 2013). Each
model is run for 5 years, with no seasonal cycle and perpetual equinoctial solar insolation. In addition to
the standard set of COOKIE simulations, additional experiments are performed for this study with the
GFDL-AM2.1 (Anderson et al., 2004) and the NCAR-CAM5.3 (Medeiros et al., 2016) models. Standard clouds-
on and clouds-off simulations are performed, with the same specifications as the COOKIE ensemble. The
GFDL-AM2.1 experiments are run for 60 years each, while the NCAR-CAM5.3 experiments are run for 5 years
each. As well, experiments are performed with the GFDL and NCAR models in which cloud radiative effects
are only turned on or off in certain latitude bands. Two additional experiments with the GFDLmodel only turn
on cloud radiative effects for the longwave and shortwave bands, respectively. The details of these experi-
ments are described in the supporting information. Because of the hemispheric symmetry of the simulations,
Northern and Southern Hemispheres are averaged, but it has been verified that there is no qualitative change
in the results if only the Northern or Southern Hemispheres are used.

The position of the eddy-driven jet is quantified as the latitude of the maximum zonal-mean zonal wind at
850 hPa (844 hPa and 860 hPa for the GFDL AM2.1 and NCAR-CAM5.3 simulations, respectively). The latitude
is computed by fitting a quadratic polynomial to the grid point of maximum wind and two points on either
side (Simpson & Polvani, 2016) and is denoted ϕon and ϕoff for the clouds-on and clouds-off experiments,
respectively. The strength of the Hadley cell is measured as the maximum of the meridional mass stream
function and is denoted ψon and ψoff for the clouds-on and clouds-off experiments, respectively. The differ-
ence in the eddy-driven jet latitude and the Hadley cell strength between the clouds-off and the cloud-on
simulations are denoted Δϕ = ϕon ! ϕoff and Δψ = ψon ! ψoff, respectively. To measure the impact of cloud
radiative effects onto the meridional temperature gradient of the atmosphere, the net atmospheric cloud
radiative effect (ACRE) is computed. Specifically,

ACRE ¼ swup sfccld ! swup toacld ! swdn sfccld ! lwdn sfccld ! lwup toacld (1)

where the “cld” subscript represents the difference between total and clear-sky radiative fluxes, that is,
swup_sfccld = swup_sfc! swup_sfcclr. This quantity is computed for all of the clouds-on experiments and is
also computed for clouds-off experiments for the models that output the necessary data (the ACRE is only
computed for diagnostic purposes in the clouds-off experiments; it is not actually imposed in the model
simulations).

Following the Eady growth rate assumption, the meridional position of maximum eddy growth, and thus the
position of the eddy-driven jet, tends to be collocated with the maximum absolute temperature gradient
(e.g., Lindzen & Farrell, 1980). To quantify the impact of ACRE onto the temperature gradient of the atmo-
sphere near the jet position, we compute a measure of the second derivative of the ACRE at the latitude of
the eddy-driven jet:

ACREϕϕ ¼ ACRE ϕoff ! αð Þ ! 2 ∙ ACRE ϕoffð Þ þ ACRE ϕoff þ αð Þ (2)

where

ACRE ϕ0ð Þ ¼ mean
ϕ!ϕ0j j< α

2

ACRE ϕð Þ½ ': (3)

In equations (2) and (3), α is a parameter which represents the meridional extent over which the ACRE is
smoothed before the second derivative is calculated. A range of values of α were tested, and for the results
shown in the next section, α= 5° will be used. In the Northern Hemisphere, the climatological meridional gra-
dient of temperature is negative. Thus, when ACREϕϕ is negative, cloud radiative effects act to increase the
absolute value of the gradient poleward of the clouds-off jet position and/or decrease it equatorward of the
clouds-off jet position. This indicates that local cloud radiative effects will act to shift the jet poleward when
ACREϕϕ is negative, and equatorward when it is positive.
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Across the model simulations examined, there is a strong connection (r= 0.89) between the Hadley cell edge,
as diagnosed by the first zero crossing of the 500 hPa mass stream function, and the eddy-driven jet latitude
(e.g., Kang & Polvani, 2011). Thus, the explanations for the shift of the eddy-driven jet equivalently apply to
explain changes in the width of the Hadley cell.

3. Results

The response of the position of the eddy-driven jet to the inclusion of cloud radiative effects varies widely
across models both in magnitude and sign (Figure 1). In some models, the jet shifts equatorward (CNRM-
CM5, MPI-ECHAM6, and NCAR-CAM5.3), in another there is a clear poleward shift (MRI-CGCM3) and in another
there is no change in position, but a broadening of the jet (GFDL-AM2.1). Table 1 lists the eddy-driven jet shift
for each model. This spread of responses occurs despite a relatively consistent response across the models of
a strengthened Hadley cell and equatorward contracted ITCZ (Figure S2 and see Harrop & Hartmann, 2016),
and an accelerated subtropical jet. The strengthened Hadley circulation can be understood as a response to
the cloud radiative heating in the tropical upper troposphere (Figure S3). The heating has a strong meridional
gradient, which the Hadley cell responds to by accelerating in order to export more energy from the tropics.
This directly leads to a strengthening of the subtropical jet by the transport of westerly angular momentum.
The strength of the subtropical jet is known to be related to the position of the eddy-driven jet, with a stron-
ger subtropical jet being associated with an equatorward shifted eddy-driven jet (Ceppi et al., 2013; Lee &
Kim, 2003). There are multiple theories to explain this connection, including the possibility of stronger baro-
clinicity on the poleward flank of the subtropical jet when it is strong (Brayshaw et al., 2008; Lee & Kim, 2003)
or because eddies generated in the midlatitudes are able to propagate further equatorward with a stronger
subtropical jet (Barnes & Hartmann, 2011; Ceppi et al., 2013).

However, despite the increase in the strength of the Hadley cell in nearly all of the eight models (Figure S2
and Table 1), there is only a clear equatorward shift of the eddy-driven jet in three models (CNRM-CM5,
NCAR-CAM5.3, and MPI-ECHAM6, Figures 1a–1c). This suggests that cloud radiative effects must be affecting
the position of the jet through a mechanism beyond their impact on the strength of the Hadley cell. In order
to explore this possibility, additional simulations were performed with the GFDL-AM2.1 and NCAR-CAM5.3
models in which cloud radiative effects were only turned on in certain latitude bands (see supporting
information). Figure 2 shows the zonal wind response to cloud radiative effects imposed only in the tro-
pics (equatorward of 30°; second column of Figure 2) and only in the extratropics (poleward of 30°; third
column of Figure 2). In both models, there are opposing impacts from the cloud radiative effects in each
region: tropical clouds drive a strong equatorward shift of the jet, consistent with the strengthening of the
Hadley cell (Figure S4), while clouds in the extratropics shift the eddy-driven jet poleward. When including
cloud radiative effects at all latitudes, these effects nearly exactly cancel at 850 hPa for the GFDL-AM2.1
model, while the tropical response is slightly stronger for the NCAR-CAM5.3 model (Figure 2, fourth
column). This results in no shift of the eddy-driven jet for the GFDL-AM2.1 model, and a moderate
equatorward shift for the NCAR-CAM5.3 model for the response to all clouds. These experiments suggest
that cloud radiative effects in the tropics and extratropics act as competing influences on the position of
the eddy-driven jet.

Table 1
Eddy-Driven Jet Latitudes, Hadley Cell Strengths, and ACREϕϕ Across All Models

Model ϕoff (°) Δϕ (° poleward) ψoff (10
9 kg/s) Δψ (109 kg/s) ACREϕϕ (W/m2)

CNRM-CM5.1 43.4 !4.70 106.1 53.3 !2.20
NCAR-CAM5.3 42.3 !1.21 135.6 45.0 !2.61
MPI-ECHAM6 38.5 !1.16 180.0 62.5 !2.65
GFDL-AM2.1 39.7 !0.03 160.4 38.7 !2.91
HadGEM2-A 39.1 0.49 219.6 56.6 !5.80
IPSL-CM5B-LR 34.3 0.65 195.5 12.0 !2.39
IPSL-CM5A-LR 34.7 0.85 172.2 !20.5 !4.98
MRI-CGCM3 35.2 1.88 222.4 15.5 !4.46

Note. In this table and in all figures, the models are sorted in order of increasing Δϕ.
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Although it is not possible to perform such an experiment with all of the COOKIE models, the differing
impacts of cloud radiative effects in the tropics versus extratropics are captured as follows. The tropical
impact is measured by the change in strength of the Hadley cell Δψ. The extratropical impact is measured
by the second derivative of the ACRE near the position of the eddy-driven jet (ACREϕϕ, see section 2).
Figure 3 shows the ACRE for the clouds-on simulation of each COOKIE model and marks the latitudes of
the eddy-driven jet for each simulation. For the models for which data are available, the ACRE for the
clouds-off simulations is plotted as well. Although there is general agreement that clouds act to heat the
atmospheric column in the tropics and cool in the high latitudes and that there is a local maximum in
ACRE in the midlatitudes, there are significant differences in the amplitude and detailed structure of ACRE
between the models. In particular, the meridional gradient in ACRE near the latitude of the eddy-driven
jet, which will impact the baroclinicity of the atmosphere and hence the preferred region for eddy growth
and the latitude of the eddy-driven jet, varies strongly between models. Finally, note that outside of the tro-
pics the ACRE in the clouds-off experiments is generally quite similar to the ACRE in the clouds-on experi-
ment. This indicates that in the extratropics, the feedback of dynamical changes resulting from the
inclusion of cloud radiative effects back onto the ACRE is relatively small.

To demonstrate the connection between changes in the strength of the Hadley cell, ACREϕϕ and the result-
ing eddy-driven jet shift, Figure 4 shows scatterplots between these quantities. Across the eight COOKIE
simulations, and the additional eight customized experiments with the GFDL-AM2.1 and NCAR-CAM5.3
models (see supporting information), there is a clear connection between the change in Hadley cell
strength Δψ and the jet shift Δϕ (r= ! 0.65; Figure 4a). Although the connection between ACREϕϕ and
Δϕ is not as strong (r= ! 0.41; Figure 4b), it still explains an important part of the variance in the eddy-
driven jet shift. For example, focusing on three models with similar positive changes in Hadley cell
strength: CNRM-CM5.1, MPI-ECHAM6, and HadGEM2-A, their differing ACREϕϕ (see Figure 4b or Table 1)
can at least partially explain their substantially varying responses to the imposition of cloud radiative
effects (i.e., a strong equatorward shift, a weak equatorward shift, and a weak poleward shift, respectively).
Using a different value of α, which is the latitude range over which ACRE is averaged when computing
ACREϕϕ, leads to moderate changes in the correlation computed for Figure 4b (e.g., α= 2° gives

Figure 2. The zonal-mean zonal wind in the (top row) GFDL-AM2.1 and (bottom row) NCAR-CAM5.3 clouds-off experiment
(black contours, 10 m/s intervals) and in the shading the difference in wind between the (first column) all clouds-on,
(second column) tropical clouds-on, and (third column) extratropical clouds-on and clouds-off experiments. The contour
interval is 1 m/s for the shading, centered about 0, as in Figure 1. The rightmost column shows the difference in zonal
mean zonal wind at 850 hPa between clouds-on and clouds-off for each experiment.
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r= ! 0.46, α= 10° gives r= ! 0.31). In order to demonstrate the joint effects of Δψ and ACREϕϕ onto the
jet shift, Figure 4c shows a scatterplot of these two quantities, with the color and size of the markers repre-
senting the sign and magnitude of Δϕ. Due to the negative correlations between each of these quantities
and the jet shift, it is expected that points that fall in the upper right quadrant will have equatorward shifts,
while those in the lower left quadrant will have poleward shifts. To quantify these connections, a least
squares best fit of the function

Δϕ ¼ A ∙ Δψþ B ∙ ACREϕϕ þ C (4)

is made to the data. This plane, using the best fit computed values of A = !0.046°/(109 kg/s), B = !0.44°/
(W/m2), and C = 0.04°, is shown in Figure 4c. Using this linear regression, the separate impacts of Δψ and

Figure 4. Scatterplots of (a) Δψ versus Δϕ, (b) ACREϕϕ versus Δϕ, and (c) Δψ versus ACREϕϕ, with the size of markers representing the magnitude of Δϕ (red pole-
ward, blue equatorward). In Figure 4c, the least squares fit of equation (3) to the given data (including all the COOKIE simulations, and the additional GFDL-AM2.1
and NCAR-CAM5.3 experiments) is shown in the solid and dashed contours. Circle markers represent standard COOKIE experiments, while triangles indicate
experiments where cloud radiative effects are only imposed in certain regions or for just longwave or shortwave.

Figure 3. ACRE for the clouds-on simulations of each model, with the latitude of the eddy-driven jet in the clouds-off and clouds-on simulations marked by vertical
magenta and green lines, respectively. The ACRE for the clouds-off simulation (computed only for diagnostic purposes) is shown in red, for the models for which it
is available.

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2017GL074901
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ACREϕϕ can be removed from the data (Figures S5a and S5b) and the actual jet shift can be plotted
against the predicted jet shift using equation (3) (Figure S5c). Together, the two variables explain 58%
of the variance of the eddy-driven jet shift.

Figure S5c also makes it clear that there are two models whose behavior is furthest from the simple linear
relationship: the actual jet shift for both the CNRM-CM5 and IPSL-CM5A-LR models is significantly more equa-
torward than the predicted shifts. For the CNRM-CM5 model, this may be because the climatological Hadley
cell for the clouds-off simulation is the weakest out of all of the considered models and its eddy-driven jet in
the clouds-off simulation is the most poleward. Previous research suggests that the eddy-driven jet position
is more sensitive to the subtropical jet strength when it is further poleward and the subtropical jet is weaker
(see Figure 3 of Ceppi et al., 2013). This connection is supported by the fact that there is a negative relation-
ship between ϕoff and Δϕ (r= ! 0.82, computed across the eight standard COOKIE experiments listed in
Table 1). It also results in the eddy driven jet latitude being more similar across models for the clouds-on
experiments (standard deviation of 2.0°) than for the clouds-off experiments (standard deviation of 3.2°).
For the IPSL-CM5A-LR model, despite a slight weakening in the strength of the Hadley cell as measured by
the maximum of the stream function, there is not a clear weakening of the subtropical jet (Figure 1g), and
this may explain the more moderate poleward shift of the eddy-driven jet than expected from the
linear regression.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

Atmospheric general circulation models exhibit a wide range of responses of the position of their eddy-
driven jet to the inclusion of cloud radiative effects. By separately imposing cloud radiative effects only in
the tropics or in the extratropics, it was shown that clouds in each of these regions have opposing impacts
on the position of the jet. In the tropics, high clouds warm the upper troposphere in the tropics and conse-
quently accelerate the Hadley cell and thus the subtropical jet. A strengthened subtropical jet tends to lead to
an equatorward shifted eddy-driven jet. However, cloud radiative effects in the extratropics also locally affect
zonal mean temperature gradients and act to shift the position of the eddy-driven jet. It is found that clouds
have a tendency to increase the temperature gradient on the poleward side of the eddy-driven jet, and
hence, locally, they act to shift the jet poleward. Ultimately, the change in Hadley cell strength and the local
impact of cloud radiative effects together are found to explain 58% of the variance across models of the mer-
idional shift of the eddy driven jet. Interestingly, it is found that the latitude of the eddy-driven jet is much
more consistent across models when cloud radiative effects are included.

Previous studies that have used the COOKIE framework to examine the impact of atmospheric cloud radiative
effects onto the general circulation have primarily focused on the tropical circulation. However, Li et al. (2015)
did find a weak equatorward shift of the eddy-driven jet (cf. their Figures 1a and 5b) in a model simulation
that included topography. But given that different atmospheric GCMs, even in a simplified aquaplanet con-
figuration, do not agree on the sign of the eddy-driven jet latitude response to the inclusion of atmospheric
cloud radiative effects, it is necessary to treat with caution results examining the coupling between clouds
and the extratropical circulation in only one or two models. Furthermore, because of the strong influence
of the tropical circulation onto the extratropics, when examining the possible coupling between cloud radia-
tive effects and circulation in the middle to high latitudes, it is necessary to consider the possible effects that
cloud radiative effects in the tropics are having onto the higher latitudes.

Important questions for future work include addressing more precisely why the atmospheric cloud radiative
effect is different across models, and why the Hadley cell response differs so strongly between models. To
properly address this, the height-dependent cloud heating rates are needed, which are not standard output
for COOKIE or CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) experiments. Furthermore, other aspects of the simulations beyond
the direct cloud heating could affect the changes in Hadley cell strength, such as the convection scheme or
other parameterized processes, or the impacts of tropical variability onto the Hadley circulation. For the
extratropics, it is evident from this study that subtle changes in the precise region of cloud heating (and more
directly, ACRE gradients) will affect the position of the eddy-driven jet. Furthermore, in the extratropics there
are large differences in the cloud heating rates between the boundary layer and the free troposphere
(Figure S3), and the differing impacts of heating in each of these regions of forcing may be important
for understanding the response of the eddy-driven jet.
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This study has focused on specified-SST simulations, which necessarily limit to some extent the response of
low clouds to changes in circulation. However, previous studies have emphasized the importance of low
cloud changes modifying baroclinicity and hence the eddy-driven jet position (e.g., Ceppi et al., 2012).
Although applying the COOKIE framework in a model with a slab or dynamical ocean is challenging due to
the net surface cooling effect of clouds, possible future ways to address this issue would be to apply SST
perturbations in a specified-SST model that mimic the low cloud radiative effect (as in Voigt & Shaw, 2016)
or to include a Q-flux term or change the surface albedo such that a clouds-off slab ocean simulation would
maintain the same globally averaged surface temperature as a clouds-on one, enabling a more realistic
comparison. Finally, future work will also aim to use this study’s novel understanding of the local and remote
impacts of cloud radiative effects in order to better constrain the spread of eddy-driven jet responses to glo-
bal warming across models.
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